Track Your Bus with Coast RTA’s Ride Tracker APP!

Coast RTA's transit tracking tool provides passengers the ability to find their buses in real time. Coast RTA's Ride Systems' App integrates location, route and bus information with schedules aiding passengers in determining the most accurate of arrivals possible.

Coast RTA Ride Tracker App users can opt to receive push notifications of bus arrival times/emergencies/delays, call in, text or track buses in real time.

Coast RTA's Ride Tracker APP accesses accurate location data via a GPS device mounted inside each Coast RTA bus. Passengers can access the Next Bus data through the Coast RTA App.

**Tracker Map**
Passengers can follow all active buses in the Coast RTA service area by using the Shuttle Tracker. One may view ALL or only ACTIVE buses within the Coast RTA system using the tracking map.

**Text Messages**
Passengers may opt to receive SMS text messages** using the text stop feature of the Coast RTA APP.

1. Passengers will find their stop ID number at RideCoastRTA.com under schedules or on the back side of this map for select routes.
2. Dial 41411, then text NXTBUS Stop ID#. Text the word NXTBUS, a space and the actual bus stop ID number: NXTBUS 21.
3. Passengers will receive a return text with the estimated arrival time.

**Texting and data rates may apply. Check with your wireless carrier for fees associated with this service.**

For more information about the Coast RTA APP or view a short tutorial, visit RideCoastRTA.com.

DOWNLOAD THE FREE COAST RTA APP TO STAY CONNECTED! COASTRTA|RIDETRACKER.COM

SEARCH COAST RTA IN THE APPLE STORE OR GOOGLE PLAY STORE
Features include push notifications, schedules, bus tracking in real time and text options.
Coast RTA Route & Scheduling Information

Waiting for the Bus
When waiting for the bus, please stand along the Coast RTA designated route or by the bus stop, if available, and be certain the driver can see you. The bus may stop yards away from the designated stop in response to traffic and pedestrians. Be certain to allow adequate time to arrive at your destination, especially when traveling to the airport and during peak tourist season.

Boarding and Riding the Bus
Please have the exact fare or ticket/fare card ready before boarding the bus. Bus drivers do not carry cash and cannot make change. However, the farebox can issue a change card, which stores the amount for use on your next trip with Coast RTA.

Please leave front seats available for elderly and disabled passengers. After paying your fare, take your seat as quietly as possible to allow the driver to pay attention to scheduling and boarding, standing and walking on the bus. Hold on to the grab rails or seat backs. Do not move around on a moving bus. Wait until the bus has stopped completely before moving out of your seat.

Please refrain from eating, drinking, smoking, vaping, using profanity, or listening to electronic devices without earphones while riding the bus. Use care and courtesy when carrying items on the bus. Help keep the bus clean and take your trash with you.

Exiting the Bus
When you wish to exit the bus, please give your driver two seconds’ notice by holding out the corner of your hand near the window strip (whichever is available) at least one block prior to your stop. After you exit, NEVER cross the street in front of the bus. Stand away from the bus and wait until it has pulled away before attempting to cross the street.

Carry-On Items
Coast RTA drivers will assist with luggage and carry on items, if needed. However, Coast RTA nor its drivers are responsible for any damages or mishandling of carry on items.

Bike Racks
Coast RTA bike racks are available at no extra charge on buses and trolleys. If the bike rack is full, customers will have to wait for the next bus. Coast RTA is not equipped to transport motorized bikes or scooters. Bicycles CANNOT be stored inside the bus during travel. Coast RTA passengers must secure their own bikes in the racks. Coast RTA is not responsible for damages to or caused by bikes on board.

Coast RTA Route & Scheduling Information

Customer Service: 843-488-0865
(Transit services for transportation questions are available by calling this number.)
Special Needs: TDD/Relay: 1-877-225-8337 (voice) and 1-877-889-8337 (TTY)

RideCoastRTA.com

Coast RTA provides daily bus service with the exception of the following national holidays: New Year’s Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.

Enjoy your ride! Thank you for choosing Coast RTA!

VISIT RideCoastRTA.com FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE ROUTES: 1, 2, 3, 16, and 16x!
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